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INTRODUCTION 

The Faraday effect has been recognized for some time as a potentially 

suitable scheme of light modulation at infrared wavelengths'.  Early 

experiments involved modulation at the resonance frequency of crystals 

2 1 
■lased in a strong DC magnetic field ' .  These types of devices have 

a very narrow bandwidth inherent to a resonance phenomenon and also 

produce low modulation depth. 

More recent!/, attempts have been made to use magnfto-optlc thin 

films as base-band integrated optical modulators ,5.  The purpose of 

this report is to evaluate the performance of such thin filn devices, 

particularly with regard to the paver per unit bandwidth, and determine 

to what extent they could compete with electro-optic modulators. 

In Section I, the power per unit bandwidth for typical e-o and m-o 

modulators is compared.  The derivation is based on the evaluation of the 

time-averaqed energy stored in the active crystal.  Under the conventional 

assumption that the physical mechanism responsible for modulation is fast 

enough for the bandwidth to be determined by the driving circuit only, we 

find that magneto-optics would compare favorably with electro-optics In 

terms of power per unit bandwidth (2.5 pW/MHz as against 175 yW/MHz, 

for crystals of length 1 cm and crors section area 100 y2). 

In Section II, the dyr mical characteristics of spin rotation and 

domain wall displacement are reviewed.  The result of fundamental 

importance to us is that the switciing time in a magneto-optic medium 

decrear.s with incrreasing driving 4:ield.  Consequently, at a given level 

■  
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of field amplitude, the dynamical response of the device may well be 

imposed by the material itself, rather than by the driving circuit, there- 

by raising the power per unit bandwidth. 

In Section III, our previous experiments are briefly summarized and 

our recent results presented.  Our data confirm the fact that the band- 

width of our devices depends very strongly on the amplitude of the 

Switching field.  The dependence of switching time on driving field in 

our garnet samples is found to be very similar to that observed by other 

workers in ferromagnetic thin films. 

Our conclusions are summarized in Section IV.  Th«. dynamics of the 

switching process plays a vital role in the evaluation of the performance 

of a base-band m-o modulator.  While it is always possible to approach 

the bandwiuth of the driving circuit itself, this can be accomplished 

only at the cost of an increasing power consumption.  From this standpoint, 

a fast rise-time circuit is not necessarily advantageous if it requires 

a large current to generate the required magnetic field.  Using a meander 

line producing about 10 Amp/0e and of induction 0.16 pH, the power per 

unit bandwidth of our devices is estimated to be 500 mW/MHz.  From the data 

I 
published by Tien et al  we infer a somewhat better figure of 85 mW/MHz. 

On the basis of these figures, magneto-optics does not appear to be 

competitive with electro-optics for wideband, low-power, integrated optical 

modulators.  The applications of magneto-optics seems to be limited to static 

hinh efficiency mode converters and related devices such as non-reciprocal 

isolators, gyrators, and optical digital to analog converters. 

MMMMMMM: 
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I.  ELECTRO-OPTICS VS. MAGNETO-OPTICS:  POWER CONSIDERATIONS 

Speed |   Jriving power are two parameters of utmost importance in 

the evaluation of the performance of an integrated optical modulator. 

In this section, eler.tro-optics and magneto-optics are compared on the 

basis of power per unit bandwidth, for which general expressions are 

derived. 

1 .1  Electro-optics 

This scheme of modulation relies on the induced birefringence 

caused by the application of an electric field in the appropriate 

direction by means of electrodes os schematically illustrated in Fig. 1-a, 

We start by noting that the crystal is polarized by thz  applied electric 

field, causing energy to be stored in it.  This energy has the 

wel1 known form: 

/t r dT = i :  c   |E|2 T 
r o 

(0 

where c  is the relative dielectric permittivity, t    the dielectric 

constant of vacuum (c ■ 1/36TT X 10  fa.ad/m), E the magnitude of the 

electric field and T the volume of the crystal.  For simplicity, eq. (1) 

ignores the fact that the dielectric properties of the crystal are 

tensorial rather than scalar. 

Upon application of an electric field (here in a transverse direc- 

tion) the crystal develops two orthogonal directions ox' and oy' (see 

fig. 1-a) as optical principal axes.  Two waves of wavevector k that 

________ 
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are linearly polarized parallel to these directions will emerge, after 

traversing the crystal with a relative phase lag $ : 

I = k An i 
o (2) 

where I is the length of the crystal.  The electro-optic effect is 

usually written explicitly In the form: 

|An| - — r E (3) 

where r is the so-colled electro-optic coefficient relating the magnitude 

of the birefringence to the applied electric field and n is the refractive 

index of the crystil.  From Eq. (2) and (3) one obtains on expression 

for the electric field: 

o n r 
(4) 

which can be substituted in Eq. (1) to yield the time average RF energy 

W = W/2: 

W = Y"  (l-)2 SÄ w  ^r (k > r 
n r    o 

(5) 

where w and d are the width and the thickness respectively, of the device. 

The modulating electric field is applied by means of an electrical 
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circuit schematically shown in Fig. 1-b where Rg represents the generator's 

output impedance, C is the capacitance of the modulating electrodes and 

R a matching load in parallel.  This electrical circuit can be characterized 

by a bandwidth Af.  It is shown in Appendix A that at the cutoff frequency 

Af, the average energy stored in the electro-optic material is related 

to the power supplied by the RF generator through the relation: 

P = 2TT Af W (6) 

Combining Eqs. (5) and (6) and taking ^ = TT for 100?; modulation, we 

obtain for the power per unit bandwidth: 

7j' 2 [in] xo nr* 
n r 

(7) 

In Eq. (7), X  is the vacuum wavelength of the light to be modulated, 

[e ■ /n6r2] is homogeneous to an energy density and can be construed as 

a figure of merit of the electro-optical material, while the factor 

(wd/Z) depends on the geometry of the device.  Notice that the apparent 

wavelength dependence in Eq. (7) is **,  However, the geometrical factor 

has been shown to be proportional  to Xo.
6 Crudely, it means that one of 

the lateral dimensions of the crystal mi-st be at least as la-ge as one 

wavelength.  Therefore, the power per unit bandwidth goes as X^.  As a 

numerical example, let us use an average electro-optical material 

characterized by zr %  50 and nj %  IGOxlo"'2 - lo"10 m/volt, cut Into a 

^^^^M^^^^M^M^ ■Maaa 



rectangle of dimensions d - 5 y, w - 20 p and L = 1 cm. At a wavelength 

\o  = 0.5 Mi Eq. (7) gives: 

(P/Af) x 0.i7S mW/MH/ (8) 

I.2 Magneto-opt icb 

An expression   for  the  power per  unit  bandwidth can  be obtained  using 

a  very  similar procedure.     The energy  stored   in   the magneto-optical 

material   is; 

W - |        I .  t = 1 P. w.    H 2  Hr Mo (9) 

where ur   is the relative magnetic permittivity, M = ^ixlO"7 Henry/m 

is the permittivity of vacuum, |H| is the magnetic field intensity and 

T the volume of the crystal. 

The magneto-optical interaction of interest to us is the Faraday 

effect, which arises when the magnetic field is applied along the 

direct.on of propagation of light as illustrated In Fig. 2-a. We con- 

sider a crystal cut in the shapo of an elongated rod of radius a and 

length I. A circular birefringence is established in the crystal.  The 

normal modes are two opposit. circularly polarized waves which propagate 

with different phase velocities, resulting in an effective rotation of 

the plane of polarization of a linearly polarized incident light. The 

circular birefringence (n+ - nj implies a relative phase lag* of the 
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two normal modes after traversing a length i  of the crystal: 

\ '  k (n+-
n.) I (10) 

This circular birefringence is to be paralleled with the linear birefringence 

caused by the electro-optic effect. 

For DIAMAGNETIC AND PARAMAGNETIC materials, there exists a linear 

relation between applied magnetic field and circular birefringence: 

n - n = — V H 
+     -    IT (ID 

where  V  is   the so-called  Verdet  constant.     The optical   rotary power   is 

defined by a - VHiL.     From Eqs.   (10)   and   (11)  we get  an expression  for  the 

magnetic  field: 

2V I (12) 

which can be substituted back Into Eq. (9) to obtain an average RF energy 

stored W =- W/2. 

w - '  r r o •■  2 ,TTa > 
(13) 

As   in  the electro-optic case, we   take  * = TT  for maximum modulation and 

obtain a power per unit bandwidth: 

-   - - —- -- 
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o   3 w u    2 
P   Ti r r o-i wa 
AT " r I-5P "r (i*) 

Comparing Eqs. (1A) ant. (7), we notice first that the explicit wavelength 

dependence is not the same.  However, the Verdet constant decrease', with 

increasing \  .   roughly as l/X , which restores approximately the original 

dependence for the power.  In order to perhaps enhance the simiIanty 

between magneto-opti:s and electro-optics, one might want to rewri .e 

Eq. (1^) in the form: 

u  r [-j^2] xo {—r) 

o 

2 ..2. 

05) 

where  the quantity   In brackets   [jl |l /X     V J   is  now homogeneous  to our 

energy densi ty. 

For an order of magnitude calculation,   let  us  take a  typical   value 

of  the Verdet constant of 0.02 min/Gauss-cm or 8xl0'6  rad/Amp.7    For a 

para or diamagnetic material, one can   take  y    ^ ' •     For  the  sake of 

2 
comparison,   let  the cross  section ira    be  equal   to that of our  previous 

o 
electro-optic crystal (wxh « 100 p ). 

Under these conditions, Eq. (15) gives a rather staggering (P/Af) ^ 

0.8 kW/MHz. 

For FERR0 or FERRIMAGNETIC materials such as our films, however, 

the numbers are quite different.  Because of saturation and hysteresis 

effects, a simple linear relation such as Eq. (II), strictly speaking, 

does not exist.  In spite of these complications, the problem can be 

^____-___ 
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linearized as a first approximation by noting that our magneto-optic 

films can be saturated with an applied DC magnetic field of about H ■■ 
c 

I Oe. When saturated, our films have an optical rotary power of the 

order of (t/2) rad/cm.5 This enables us to define an effective Verdet 

constant V , • 
err 

ef f c (16) 

Using the numbers quoted above, Eq. (16) gives 

Veff B 5xl03 m'n/Oe/cm (17) 

■2  . 
compared to 2x10  min/0e/cm in a typical paramagnetic material, a 

gain of 2.5x10 .  Our films have a ^TTM of 2C0 Gauss, giving an initial 

permeability of ^ = 200.  With these numbers, Eq. (1*0 gives: 

(P/Af) «i 2.5 wW/MHz (18) 

which compares favorably with the 175 uW/MHz which we estimated for the 

electro-optic case (factor of \ JO). 

I.3 Discuss ion 

It should be emphasized that the above derivations rely on a 

number of simplifying assumptions. 

(i)  It is assumed that there is no loss mechailsm other than the 

m*ä ^ '•-J 
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dissipation of power in the matching load. 

(ii) At no point was any presumption made concerning the dynam'cs 

of the modulating process.  Specifically, the bandwidth is determined by 

the driving circuitry and not by any possible frequency limitation of 

the actual physical mechanism taking place Inside the crystals. 

(iil)  The driving circuit is assumed to be designed so as to act 

with maximum efficiency on the material.  In the electro-optics case, 

for example, it means that the electrodes are deposited directly against 

the top and bottom surfaces of the crystal.  Should they be separated 

by a larger distance, the voltage necessary to achieve the required 

electric field would have to go up, increasing the power consumption. 

(iv)  The figures quoted above could be somewhat misleading in the 

sense that the power per unit bandwidth is really a figure of merit 

which does not reveal a complete picture of the performance of a given 

device.  This point is perhaps best clarified by approaching the problem 

from a slightly different angle. 

Consider the electro-optics case first, illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The power dissipated in the load is given by: 

P =1 £ 
R       2     R 09) 

The voltage   is   such  that  the  required electric  field   is established   in 

the electro-optic crystal.     With  the help of  Eq.   (4)  we obtain: 

- - - — ■M^^MM^^MMMMM MMMMI 
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V - E d 
3 

d 
(20) 

With the numbers Lsed previously {X    -  0.5 Mi I = 50, n3r - lo'!0 m/v, 

w « 20 p, d = 5 M and £ = I cm) Eq. (20) yields V - 2.5 volts, which 

gives a power dissipation PR = 62.5 m   in a 50-^ terminating load.  The 

bandwidth of the circuit is 

Af - (TTRC) 
-1 

(21) 

with the capacitance given by 

C - e t wl/d o  r (22) 

Thus, If - 357 MHz.  Dividing PR by Af gives the power per unit band- 

width which can be construed as a figure of merit of the device encompas- 

sing material properties of the crystal as well as circuit design para- 

meters.  In the present example, the result is 175 pW/MHz, the same 

figure we arrived at directly in a previous section.  In fact Eqs. (19) - 

(22) lead directly to the expression for the power per bandwidth as 

written in Eq. (7). 

Similarly for magneto-optics, and with reference to Fig. 2, the 

power dissipation is: 

^ I 
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PP.-I R ' (23) 

Assume that the magnetic field is applied by means of a solenoid made 

of N turns and length I   tightly wound around a magneto-optic rod of radius 

a. The solenoid produces a magnetic field of intensity H ■ H\/i  while 

2  2 its inductance is L ■ u M N (na l/l« We use the following parameters: 
o r 

Tia2 - 100 y2, 1 » 1 cm, u = 200, || = fcl 10"' Henry/m and N - 10. With 

these numbers, the current requirement is 80 mA, giving a power consumption 

PD - 160 mW in a 50-.Q matching load.  The inductance is calculated to 

be 0.25 nH giving a bandwidth Af = bb  GHz.  Again, dividing PR by Af 

yields our previous result of 2.5 yw/MHz for the power per unit bandwidth. 

The expression for PD/Af is easily obtained in explicit form.  From 

Eq. (12), the magnetic field required for 100?; modulation is H - v/lVi. 

The current necessary to create this magnetic field Is I ■ TT/2NV, giving a 

power consumption: 

P . (7r2R)/8N2 V2 
K 

Uk) 

The bandwidth   is: 

Af - Ri/b  M    u    N2(TTa2)] 
o    r (25) 

Indeed, dividing Eq. (2A) by Eq. (25) gives exact'y the result obtained 

in Eq. (IM. 

- - —•- ■ ■  
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Table   I   summarizes our comparison of electro-opc(cs  and magneto- 

optics  using our somewhat   idealized parameters.     On  the basis  of Table   I 

magneto-optics  appears   to be a promising  scheme   for   light  modulation, 

particularly   in  the   infrared where  the  power  requirement   for an electro- 

optic modulator   increases. 

A  few observations  should be made at   this   point.     Notice  first 

that   in our analysis  of magneto-optical   modulation,  although  the actual 

power  requirement exceeds  that of  the electro-optical   device,   it   is 

the very   large bandwidth of  the  driving circuit   (due   in  this  particular 

example  to  the  very  small   cross  section of   the  solenoid)  which gives 

such an appealing  figure  for  the  power  per unit   bandwidth.     It  should 

also be  stressed   that   the  production of magnetic  field offers  more 

latitude with   regard   to circuit design  than   for an  electric   field.     In 

the case of a  solenoid,   for example,   the  number of   turns  N   is  an additional 

parameter which  has   no counterpart   in a  capacitance.     Note  that   if N   Is 

increased  by  a   factor of  10,   the power dissipation   is   reduced  by   100,   but  so 

is  the bandwidth,   leaving  the  power per  unit  bandwidth  unchanged. 

In a practical   thin  film magneto-optical   modulator,   the necessity 

to periodically   reverse   the magnetic   field makes   it   questionable whether 

8 
a coil   can  be  used.     Pappert  and Taylor  have   recently  ana'/zed  the 

conventional   meander   line as   first   introduced by Tien.     For a periodicity 

of 2.k mm,   they calculate  the   inductance of  the meander   line  to be 0.03  pH 

which  corresponds   to a bandwidth Af = 500 MHz   for  the   lumped  circuit of 

Fig.   2-b.     They also calculate  that  a  field of 'v 2 Oe   is  generated at   the 
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site of  the  film per Ampere   in  the meander   line.     Her..-     if   |   Oe   is 

required   for switching,   a current of 500 mA   is  needed,   giving a power 

dissipation  P  -  6.25  watts   in a  50-ohm matching   load.     The  power  per 

unit  bandwidth   is   then   12.5  mW/MHz.     This   figure   is   in  good  agreement 

with  the estimate of  5 mW/MHz  arrived  at   by  Pappert   and  Taylor with 

a more  refined calculation.8 

II.     DYNAMICS  OF  MAGNETIZATION  REVERSAL 

Several   mechanisms  can  be  responsible   for  the   reversal  of  the 

magnetization   in  a  magneto-optical   material.     Among   the  best  understood 

processes  are coherent   spin   rotation, which   results   from  the  torque 

experienced  Dy a magnetic moment  under  the   influence of an  applied mag- 

netic  field,   and  domain wall   motion,  where  a  region magnetized along  the 

direction of   the applied   field grows  at   the  expense of other  regions 

magnetized   in   less   favorable orientations. 

2.1     Coherent   Rotation   in  a  Single-Domain   Sphere 

Upon application of a magnetic  field H,   a magnetization M experiences 

a torque P ■ I x I.     The equation of motion  expresses   the  property  that 

the  torque  must  be  equal   to  the   rate of  change  of   the  angular mcmentum. 

The angular momentum q and  the magnetic moment  M are  related  via  the 

gyromagnetic   ratio y =  -   1.76 x  107 sec'1   Oe"1; 

(26) 

Thus, the equation of motion is; 

M x H = - 1 S 
Y  dt (27) 
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The solution of Eq. (27) is the well-known precession of the 

magnetization around the applied field at an angular frequency u given 

by: 

w - M H (2d) 

which corresponds   to a precession  frequency of: 

f(MHz)   =  2.8  H   (Oe) 

It is remarkable that Eq. (28) does not alljw for the magnetization to 

ever align itself with the applied field contrary to experimental observation. 

The reason is the absence of a  damping term.  Such a term was first intro- 

duced by Landau and Lifshitz in the following fo-m:^ 

Jf =  - Y (M x H) - ^- M x (M x H) 
M 

(23) 

where M represents the magnitude |M| of the magnetization.  The damping 

term is proportional to a torque acting to tilt H  toward ff, while the 

other torque r ■ M x H still causes M to precess around H.  Notice that 

the magnetic field entering Eq. (29) is, strictly speaking, the total 

field which is made up of the sum of the applied field H and the demag- 

netizing field Hd, which Is if. • - (W3) M for a sphere.  Since the 

demagnetizing field is collinear with M, it exerts no torque ori the 

magnetization and can, therefore, be ignored in the equation of motion. 
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It has  been  argued  that   the  Landau-Lifshitz equation   (29)   suffers 

from shortcomings   related  to the unrealistic  choice of  two coefficients 

y and \   that  arc   independent:     physically one would experi.   the viscosity 

of  the medium  to affect   the  precec.. on as well   as   the   rite of approach 

to H.     The   fact   that f^rtMt   IfK.reases with  the  damping  coefficient  X 

is another  unsatisfactory   feature of equation   (29). 

Gilbert  proposed  another  ;;li»nomenoIogi c-il   equation of notion: 
10 

dM 
dt 

dri 
V M x H + ^ (M x ^ ) (30) 

where a is dimcnsionless (X was expressed in sec  ).  As derived in 

Appendix B, Eq. (30) can be transformed into: 

dt   l+u
2 (l+O M 

r-* /■*■     -*\  t 
IM x (M x H)] (30 

The modified Gilbert equation (31) is identical in structure to the 

Landau-Lifsh itz equation (29) with the following equivalence: 

a - X/Y M (32) 

For  large damping coefficients  X,  Eq.   (31)   gives   the  physically meaning- 

ful   result   that  both   the  precession  frequency  and  the   rate of approach 

to H slow down.     It   is  obvious   from Eqs.   (29),   (30)  or   (31)   that  the 

scalar procuct   M  .   (dM/dt)   is   identically  zero,   indicating  that  the 
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magnitude M of the magnetization is a constant of the motion.  It is 

In that sense that the phenomenon under cons;cerat ion is a coherent 

rotation of all the individual spins. 

As derived in Appendix C, the solution of the Gilbert equation 

corresponds to the magnet izat ion "zeroing in" on the direction of the 

applied Meld while precessing around the aoplied field with a frequency 

depending on the damping coefficient.  The time constant describing the 

rate of approach toward H is shown to be; 

T = (1 + a )/a Y H (33) 

It is noteworthy that this time constant decreases with increasing 

amplitude of the applied field.  Observe in Eq. (33) that the time 

constant T also depends on the da.nping coefficient a.  When a « 0, t ♦• 

meaning that the magnetization processes indefinitely around the magnetic 

field with no tendency to align itself with it.  For large a, it takes 

a very long time for the magnetization to overcome the viscosity of the 

magnetic medium and approach the field.  Clearly, there is an optimum 

situation between these two extremes corresponding to a minimum time 

constant. This optimum, known as critical damping, is obtained by 

differentiating T wi th respect to a in Eq. (33) and setting 3 T/^ a = 0. 

Critical damping occurs when • - 1, while underdamped and overdamped 

motion corresponds to a < 1 and c. > 1 , respectively.  At critical damping: 

T " Tmin - 2/* H (3M 

- -- ■■■■MMi 



Using Y - 1.76 x 107 sec"1 Oe"1, and assuming that a field of 1 Oe can 

switch the magneto-optic crystal, Eq. O^) gives a minimum rise time of 

■v 100 nsec. 

Recall that in the derivation of the power per unit bjndwidth of 

a magneto-optical modulator, as outlined in Sect on 1.2, it was assumed 

that the bandwidth was determined by the driving circuit, and not by 

the medium itself.  In view of the calculation just completed above, it is 

ea.,   to see that such an assumption may be quite unrealistic in actual 

cases. 

2,2  Coherent Rotation in a Thin Film with In-Plane Magnetization 

The treatment of   a sphere was particularly simple because it was 

assumed that the medium was magnetically Isotropie, non-magnetostr letive, 

and we showed that the demagnetizing field played no role.  In the 

case of a planar thin film with an in-plane magretic easy axis, these 

assumptions are not justified. 

The dynamical equations are obtained very simply by noting that 

in the Isotropie case the torque f is related to the energy W by the 

express ion: 

|r| -a 
11 J ' 

where B is the angle between field and magnetization.  By extension, 

when the energy depends on more than one spherical coordinate, the torq ue 

is given by: 

r - *  f 
sinO  J^i 'o (35) 
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where the unit vectors T^ and TR are illustrated in Kig. 3. In the 

coordinate system (T , T0, Tr), tht components of the magnetizatiun are 

(0, 0, M), those of dM/dt are (M sinO d*/dt, M dü/dt, 0), and those of 

M x dM/dt are (- M2dü/dt, M2 sinO d«p/dt,  0). 

These expressions can be substituted in the Gilbert equation written 

in the following form: 

^ = - Y f + - (M x ^ 

With th.j help of Eq. (35), a system of two coupled simultaneous different 

equations is obtained: 

lal 

• • dA 
sinO -r- = 

dt 

dO 
dt 

Y_ ^W 
M  dO 

dO 
dt 

Y   1     3W      .   d* 
n sinO  9$ dt 

which can be solved for d^/dt and dü/dt: 

(36-a) 

(36-b) 

2.   dO 
u+a, dT   H Irr^o 3? "a —] (37-a) 

(|+a2)   sinO^i    = aw , 
M     lJÖ   '   sinO    %  J 

- 1   riw +   - (37-b) 

As an example, take the case of the single domain sphere considered above, 

with an applied field along the z axis.  The energy is given by: 

W = - MH cosO + Isotropie demagnetizing energy. 

.  ■- - - 
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Equations   (37)   reduce  to: 

d ayH       .   _          ,    dUI yH 
 ^sinü anc    -^ = -J—~- dt                .     2                             dt .     2 

l+a 1+u 

which  agree with the   results  derived  directly  in Appendix C. 

Consider now a  thin  film   in  the x-y  plane.     The  film  is  assumeJ 

to have a magnetic easy axis  along   the x-direction.     With  the  switchir.g 

field  applied along  this   direction,   the  energy   is  given by: 

2 2       2 
W(0,ij/)    ■ K sin  ^ -  H M sinO cos? + 2TTM  COS  6 (38) 

In the right hand side of Eq. (38), the first term represents the uniaxial 

anisotropy due to the existence of the easy axis along the x-direction, 

the second is the magnetic energy associated with the switching field H 

applied longitudinally (i.e., along the easy axis), and the last term 

corresponds to the demagnetizing energy which arises when the magnetization 

is lifted out of the plane of the film. 

The system of Eqs. (37) cannot be solved analytically except a* the 

cost of approximations.  The crucial argument is that the dftmacnetizing 

field is so strong - due to a large ' TT M - that it forbids large excursions 

of the magnetization vector out of the plane of the film.  It is, there- 

fore, convenient to introduce an angle ^ ■ (n/2)- 0 which remains small. 

Eqs. (37) can be rewritten in terms of the angles 4 and | and in the 

2 
approximation of small damping (a << I): 

- 
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dt M13T  +   a   ä?J (39-a) 

dt 
.  Y ,,W 3W1 in r   _    ow _   owl 

dip 3^J (39-b) 

with  W   U,  'b)   giv,n  by: 

2 2 2 
II ■ K tin # • N N cos^ cos^ + 27TM    sin  ij/ (*0) 

a is assumed small enough so that in Eq. (39-b) the second term in the 

bracket can be neglected. This is not too stringent a condition since 

3W/3\|/ contains the demagnetizing field which is much stronger than either 

the applied or the anisotropy field.  Thus Eq. (39-b) can be approximated 

by its undamped form: 

dt    * M    3^ m 

which  can be  differentiated with   respect   to  ti me; 

2 

dt
2 

1    > .W     it 
M ri dt 3^ 

('♦2) 

Substitution of Eqs. (39-a) and (^1) into (^2) leads to a second- 

order differential equation in ^.  Using the relation 32W/3^2 % ^TIM2 

obtained from Eq. (40), the result is: 

A 3W 
dt2 dt 3^ (^3) 
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Recalling that a was defined as a - A/yM, Eq, (^3) is identical to 

I I 
that derived by Smith.11 The partial derivative aW/ä^ has the form: 

JW =■ M (H  cos^ + H) sin^ m 

where HK - 2K/M  is   the  effective anisotropy   field.     In  the approximation 

of small   angle f,  sin^^* and  Eq.   (^3)   can be   linearized: 

2 

—4    +    ^yaH    mt    + '4TTY2M   (H^+H)   <t  = 0 
dt ai K (*5) 

The solution corresponds to oscillations of frequency OJ such that: 

2    2 -1 
im/U]       = >  ^ ' M (HK+H) - (ayM) (W) 

These oscillations decay with a time constant x: 

T = (2TTYaM) (^7) 

The motion can be understood as follows.  The field applied along 

the easy a: is exerts at first a torque that tends to lift the magnetization 

out of the film's plane.  This process creates a demagneti ! ing field 

normal to the fi1m which, in turn, causes an in-plane rotation of the 

magnetization.  The switching time cfn be estimated by neglecting the 

oscillato.  term in the dynamical equation, which then reduces to: 
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0    dt     + YH   ^H1"   C0S* +  '^   sin* " 0 (*a) 

This corresponds  to  the  so-called viscous  flow approximation as  discussed 

by  Smith.     Eq.   (^8)   enables   us   to define a  time constant  I   : 

a 
YH 

Y2MH 
m 

As a numerical example, using 4TTM - 200 Gauss, A - 20 MHz (this 

order of magnitude will be justified later) and H - 1 Oe, we get T - A nsec. 

Notice again in Eq. (2^) that the switching time decreases with increasing 

field as well as increasing '♦TTM. 

2.3  Dynamics of Wal I Mot ion 

Consider a Bloch wall between two regions of antiparallel magneti- 

zation, as illustrated in Fig. l»-a.  It is assumed that the wall energy 

Ww is some function of the position s such as the one shown in Fig. ^-b. 

That Ww should depend on s is attributed to the fact that domain walls 

are influenced by impurities, dislocations, and other irregularities 

which have a certain spatial distribution throughout a crystal.  Upon 

application of a magnetic field H in the +z direction, the region of 

parallel magnetization grows at the expense of the other one, pushing the 

wall by a distance s, since this leads to a lowering of the magnetostatic 

energy W by an amount: 

WH = - 2M H s (50) 

- - 
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per unit area of the wall.  The factor of 2 comes about because the 

magnetization is reversed by 2xM.  The wall moves to a new equilibrium 

position which minimizes the total energy W  L W...  This occurs where :" w   H 

its 
- 2 M H (51) 

With incredsing field, the wall moves further out until it reaches the 

position s, corresponding to the inflection point of W (s).  With a small 

additional field, the equilibrium condition (51) can no longer be satis- 

field in the vicinity of s, and the wall suddenly moves to the position 

s« where Eq. (51) can again be verified.  This discontinuity is usually 

referred to as a Barkhausen jump.  It is irreversible in the sense that 

upon removal of the field, the wall does not come back to its original 

posi tion. 

The entire sample will become uniformly magnetized.  The field is 

dW 
strong enough to overcome the largest gradient ■:—.  Thus  one defines 

a coercive field H : 

c   2rt  ljsJmax 
(52) 

By contrast, if magnetization reversal takes place by coherent rotation, 

the coercive field would be equal to the anisotropy field H.,. 

In view of the above, a domain wal' executing small reversible 

displacements can be assimilated to a harmonic oscillator in a potential 

- - 
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wall described by Fig. k-b.     The equation of mot 
12 

ion is 

d2s ds 

'w d?" + ß ^ + k s = 2 M H (53) 

wheremw [. the effective mass per unit area of the wall, |, a damping 

coefficient, and k describes the restoring force.  For a wall other than 

Bloch-type. the numerical coefficient appearing on the right hand side 

of Eq. (53) might be different, but the basic dynamical behavior remains 

the same. 

For large irreversible displacements under the influence of a field 

H > Hc, one can write an approximate equation of motion by neglecting the 

effective mass m : 

ds 
dT = 2 M (H - H ) (5*) 

Eq. (5M amounts to considering the crystal simply as a viscous medium. 

The motion of a wall is characterized by a time constant T: 

mhtj (55) 

while the actual switching time depends on the distance over which the 

wall has to move. 

Domain wall motion can be thought of as rotation of the magnetization 

within the wall, creating a disturbance which propagates down the 

crystal.  Because of the "sequential" nature of the process, magnetization 

1 • ■ -■■ ■   ■ - - ■  ■ 
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reversal by domain wall motion is expected to be slower than by coherent 

rotation over the entire sample. 

Therefore, the performance of a thin film magneco-optic modulator 

will be determined largely by the type of physical mechanism that Is 

responsible for the switching. 

Ml.  EXPERIMENTS IN Gd^Y^Ga^O^ WAVEGUIDES 

Our experimental work was divided along the following lines, listed 

in chronological order: 

- Waveguiding properties on garnet thin films. 

- TE ♦ TM mode conversion experiments. 

- Domain structure of the films. 

- Electromagnetic sensing of resonant oscillations of the magneti- 

zat ion. 

- Optical switching speed. 

3.1  Summary of Earlier Results 

3.1. 1  Garnet Waveguides: 

Thin films of (Gd ^ ^Fe^O^ grown by liquid phase epitaxy on 

[111] gadolinium gallium garnet disks at our laboratory were found to be 

suitable for waveguiding at a wavelength of 1.15 pm.  Thicknesses ranged 

from 5 to 10 um and the refractive index was typically 2.1'*.  The attenu- 

ation coefficient, due primarily to absorption by impurities, was measured 

to be about 7 dB/cm. Some magnetic properties were also measured. The 

films had a NM of 200 to 250 Gauss, a coercive field from 0.5 to I Oe 

and an In-plane anisotropy field in the range of 3 to 6 Oe. 

3.1.2 Mode Conversion Experiments: 

Efficient TE ♦ TM mode conversion was observed In these films b, 
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spatially periodic reversal of the in-plane magnetization in order to 

compensate for 'he phase mismatch between TE and TM modes.  This was 

accomplished by means of either (i) a conventional electrical meander 

line or (ii) a novel scheme involving a magnetized periodic Permalloy 

structure in close vicinity of the film.  During the course of these 

experiments, we determined that the optical rotary pov/er of our films 

ranged from 100 tc 150 deg/cn, making complete conversion possible over 

I k an interaction length of \  1 cm. 

3.1.3 Domain Structure: 

When examined between crossed analyzer and polarizer, our films 

display a stripe pattern of low, but nonetheless, observable contrast. 

This indicates that the magnetization is not completely in-plane, and 

that at low field, the films tend to break up into domains.  The field 

intensity required to annihilate these domains is a function of 

orientation and reveals the three-fold symmetry of the fill] plane 

of the film.  Furthermore, we showed how the domain pattern is influenced 

by the periodic Permalloy structure and how it directly correlates with 

the observed conversion efficiency. 

}.\A     Resonant Oscillations of the Magnetization: 

By electromagnetic sensing via a balanced half-turn pick-up loop, 

free oscillations of the magnetization, of the type discussed in Section 

2.2, were observed, ranging in frequency from 200 to 900 MHz depending 

on bias magnitude and direction. 
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These oscillations were also present when the samples were driven at RF 

frequencies.  They typically decayed over a period of about 10 nsec, 

giving a damping coefficient A *   18 MHz.  This agrees well with figures 

of between 5 and 20 MHz quoted by Tien in hi' films. 

3.1.5 Optical Switching Speed: 

Samples were placed inside strip lines in which current pulses 

were launched.  It was found that the speed of the optical response 

depended very strongly on the amplitude of the switching field.  For a 

sample influenced by a periodic Permalloy structure, the optical rise 

time decreased from 10 usec to 60 nsec as the magnetic field pulse went 

from 0.5 0e to 5 0e. We offered evidence that this behavior was not due 

I o 

to the Permalloy, but rather, was intrinsic to the garnet films. 

3.2  Recent Results 

3.2.1  Current Driven Perma ley: 

In our 5th Quarterly Report, we proposed a structure designed to 

reduce the current required for modulation.  The scheme, illustrated in 

Fig. 5, consists of a garnet waveguide protected by a layer of Si0_ 
0 

{%  3000 A thickness), on top of which Permalloy is deposited.  The 

structure is then electroplated with copper and a periodic structure of 

appropriate periodicity is th^n etched photolithographically Into the 

conducting materials (copper .i^d Per* alloy).  A small current launched in 

the copper lines should magnetize the Permalloy which, in turn, should 

influence the magneto-optic waveguide. 
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We did fabricate such a device and we have measured its performance. 

The structure had 10 periods with a periodicity of /.0 mils.  The Inductance 

of the device was measured to be 0.016 .H.  The current requirement was 

indeed considerably reduced, since we observed optical modulation with 

only 200 to 500 mA. as compared with the 10 Amps or „«re that were 

necessary in the strip lines used in earlier experiments.  increasing 

the current to about 750 mA was detrimental to the conversion efficiency, 

because the magnetic field created by the current would start overriding 

that created by the Permalloy, therebv destroying the periodic reversal 

of magnetization.  We proceeded to feed a constant current of 200 mA 

peak anJ increase the frequency.  The amplitude of the optical signal 

dropped steadily between 100 KHz and I MHz as shown in Fig. 6.  Further- 

more, it was observed that in the same range of frequencies, the phase of 

the optical signal gradually fell behind the driving field from 0 to 

- «s shown in Fig. 7.  More quantitative data on the phase lag are shown 

in Fig, 8.  It is remarkable that the data presented in Figs. 6 and 8 

can be fitted to the equation of motion of a harmonic oscillator as 

discussed in Section 2.3 in connection with reversible domain wall 

displacement: 

.2 
d s       ds    2 

dt2       dt    0 
F e Icot 

(56) 

where K - 8/^, ß and mw defined in Eq. (53). 

The solution to Eq. (I) is x = |A| eJ^ eju)t with; 

■ - - - - - 
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IAI  u  2   2\2 u    2    2^]/2 
|A| « l(u)  " U )   + <  UJ J 

. -' r  / 2  2i tan  [<  W/CJ  - u J 

(57) 

The best fit between experimental data and Eq. (57) is obtained for 

LJ » 2.5 x 10  sec" and K = 1.25 x 10 sec  , as shown by the curves of 
o 

Figs. 6 and 8.  This observation strongly suggests that the optical modu- 

lation observed here is due to reversible domain wall motion. Another 

indication pointing toward domain wall motion is the fact that if the 

current is increased to about 500 mA, the optical signal becomes quite 

unstable, displaying considerable jitter characteristic of Barkhausen 

jumps. Driving the device with a fast current pulse of 300 mA produced 

an optical signal with a rise time of 5 ysec. 

3.2.2 Meander Line: 

Motivated by the desire to lay to rest any lingering suspicion that 

the Permalloy might be to blame, we carried out switching experiments 

using a meander line of the type used by Tien. With 10 periods and a 

periodicity of kO  mils, we obtained an inductance of 0.16 JJH, giving 

an electrical rise time L/R of about 3 nsec. 

By applying fast current pulses, we found here again that the rise 

time of the optical signal depends on the pulse amplitude. The results 

are shown In Fig. 9 for two different samples. The apparent saturation 

at around b  nsec is due to the bandwidth limitation of the photomultipiier. 

Fig. 10 shows the shape of the optical signal. 
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Sample #851 is the one on which we previously carried out pulsed 

experiments with a Permalloy structure placed in a strip Mne. With 

this set-up, the magnetic field to current calibration w.is 0.5 0e/ Amp. 

In the present configuration, by superposing a known external field to 

cancel the effect of the meander line, we determined that a field of 

about 10 Oe/Amp is produced at the site of the sample.  Hence we can plot 

on a single diagram the rise time vs. field pulse amplitude obtained 

from both experiments.  The result is shown in Fig. 11.  We conclude 

that the film behaves in an essentially similar manner whether it Is 

switched via a meander line or a Permalloy structure.  The difference in 

rise time is merely due to the different range in field pulse amplitude. 

For purposes which will become clear in the next section. Fig. 12 also 

shows I/T VS. switching field. 

3.2.3 Switching Mechanism: 

The fact that the rise time decreases with increasing field amplitude 

is not only in qualitative agreement with theory, but has, in fact, 

been observed in ferromagnetic materials by several other workers.  We 

refer, for example, to the experiments of Conger and Essig  , Gyorgy  , 

21 22 2 ^ 
Olson and Pohm , Hagedorn  , and Dietrich et al  , among others.  The 

results of Dietrich et al ii thin Permalloy films are reproduced in 

Fig. 13, where the branches of small and large slopes are assigned to 

domain wall motion and coherent rotation, respectively, occurring 

simultaneously.  On the basis of Fig. 12, we surmise that a gradual tran- 

sition from one regime to the other takes place with Increasing driving 

field.  The data of Olson and Pohm (see their figures 5, 6, and 7) and 

■- - 
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22 
those of Hayedorn (his Fig. I) in particular look remarkably similar to 

ours 

It ii generally agreed that magnetization switching by coherent 

rotation prevails at fields larger than the anisotropy field H,. - 2K/M. 

Below this value, and down to the coercive field, the most likely process 

is irreversible domain wall motion, with a possible transition in between 

by way of incoherent rotation.  The fact that in our films the anisotropy 

field is substantially larger than the coercive field suggest that there 

exists a range (roughly from 1 to 5 Oe) where domain wall motion should 

be predominant.  In our experiment with current driven Permalloy, a 

current of 200 mA generated a field of 1.2 Oe, barely above the coercive 

field and much less than the anisotropy field. Hence it is no surprise 

that modulation was found to be due to domain wall motion. Similarly, 

the strip line we used in our earlier experiments could generate, 

with a current of 10 Amps, a field of 5 Oe, not quite enough to penetrate 

in the region where coherent rotation might become important. The advan- 

tage of the meander line is a more favorable current to magnetic field 

conversion ratio. 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

Ccnventional calculations of the power per unit bandwidth are based 

on the assumption that the physical mechanism responsible for modulation 

is fast enough for the bandwidth to be determined by the driving circuit 

alone.  It is also generally assumed that the frequency response of the 

modulating process is Independent of the amplitude of the driving force. 
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While these assumptions may well be justified for an electro-optical 

modulator, they usually are not in a magneto-optical device.  The dynamical 

behavior of an assembly of spins placed in a magnetic field depends 

very much on the amplitude of this field.  This often overlooked property 

plays, in fact, a very important role in determining the performance 

of a m-o modulator.  Whether magnetization reversal takes place by 

coherent rotation or domain wall motion, theoretical models show that 

the time constant of the process decreases with increasing amplitude of 

the switching field.  Without speculation as to which particular mechanism 

is predominant in a given situation, experiments show the switching time 

to obey a relation of the type: 

1 
T  -  F (H) (58) 

where F (H) is a monotonically increasing function of the amplitude H 

of the modulating field.  It is thus quite possible that for a particular 

switching field the bandwidth of a device might be determined by the material 

itself, rather than by the driving circuit. 

Hence, in order to realistically assess the performai.ee of a m-o 

modulator, the first information necessary is the knowledge of the actual 

functional dependence of the switching time on field amplitude, i.e., a 

relation of the type of Eq. (58). 

If the desired bandwiach is Af, it corresponds to a rise time 

T 2i0.3/Af, which implies that the switching field has to be larger 

■ ■ ^a—*M 
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than or equal to a minimum value given by inverting Eq. (58): 

H .  = F"1 (A f) 
in i n 

(59) 

The magnetic field is proportional to the current flowing in the driving 

circuit (coil, meander line, etc.); 

H = K I 
(60) 

Eq.   (60)   gives  a minimum  current   requirement of; 

I =   [F"1   (A  f)]/K 
mm 

(61) 

which, in turn, gives a power consumption: 

pl  M2     *  [F-' (Af)]2 

2   min  2K 

(62) 

where the function in brackets characterizes the frequency response of the 

magneto-optic sample, while the coefficient K is a measure of the 

"efficiency" of the driving circuit. 

From an engineering point of view, the best choice of driving 

circuit will be one with maximum coefficient K and with bandwidth just 

equal to the desi red A f. 

As an example, let us consider our sample #851 in conjunction with 

the meander line, the inductance of which was measured to be 0.16 pN, 
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corresponding to a rise time T - R/L - 3 nsec or a bandwidth A f - 0.3/T - 

100 MHz. 

Let us first use the conventional analysis as outlined by Pappert 

and Taylor, where the basic assumption is that the rise time intrinsic 

to the material is much smaller than the 3 nsec characteristic of the 

driving circuit.  The current requirement is such that the magnetic field 

be equal to the coercive field H .  For Sample #851, H 'v 1 Oe.  The 
C C "" 

meander line was determined experimentally to be capable of generating 

% 10 Oe per Ampere, i.e., K - 10 Oe x Amp"1.  Thus it should take a 

current of 0.1 Amp for switching. The power consumption in a 50-fi matching 

load would be: 

P-IR i*in -250mw 

giving a power per unit bandwidth of; 

A f 2.5 mW/MHz. 

In actuality, we now know that the switching speed of the material 

depends on the amplitude of the switching field.  By extrapolation of 

Fig. 9, a switching speed of 3 nsec would require a magnetic field of 

% ]k  Oe, which translates into a current of 1.^ Amp in the meander line. 

I    2 
The power consumption becomes p - - R |  - 50 watts, giving a power 

per unit bandwidth of 500 mW/MHz, rather than 2.5 mW/MHz. 

In view of the numbers quoted above, it is clear that our films, 
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as  they  are available to us at  the  present  time,  can hardly compare with 

a thin  film modulator using  the electro-optic effect.     We have seen 

that a  RF  power of 50 Watts   is  required  to drive them at   100 MHz.     This 

unappealing  figure   is due primarily  to material   limitations,     It   reflects 

the  fact   that  fields   in excess of   10 Oe are  required  for  a switching 

speed   faster  than  5 nsec. 

It   is   interesting  to compare our   results with those of Tien et  a). 

Although   the power per  unit bandwidth was  not discussed as such,   some 

numbers   can be   inferred from their data.     The best experimental   result 

quoted   in   Ref.  17   is  a modulation  ratio slightly above 50% at  300 MHz   for 

a switching  field of 6 Oe.    With a meander   line  rated at  6 Oe/Amp, 

the power consumption   is  approximately  25 Watts,  giving a  power per  unit 

bandwidth of 85 mW/MHz.     This  somewhat  better   result  can be attributed 

to the  following facts.     Tien's   films  are quoted as  having a coerclvity 

H    0.1   to 0.3 0e and an   in-plane anisotropy  field H,. ^ 1.2 Oe.     By 

contrast,  our  samples have H    = 0.5  to   1   Oe and H    = 3  to ,? Oe.     On  the 
C l\ 

premise  that  coherent  rotation prevails  at  driving  fields   larger  than H,,, 

our  films   require more current  to be operated   In  this   regime. 

In  summary,   although  there   is   room  for   improvement   from the point 

of view of  material   properties,  magneto-optics  does  not appear competitive 

with electro-optics as a scheme  for  constructing wideband,   low-power,   thin 

films   integrated optical  modulators. 
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APPENDIX A 

Referring  to  Fig.   I-b,   the   impedance of   the device   (capacitor   In 

parallel  with matching  load)   is  Z - R/(I+j   RCUJ) .     The  voltage V across 

the crystal   is   therefore given by: 

V_ „ R/(Uj  RCu)) I ,       t 

Vg       Rg  +  R/{l+j   RCu))   " 2+j   RCu) (A"' I 

where we have made   R = Rg  for   Impedance matching.     The  bandwidth Au  Is 

defined as   the  frequency at which  the voltage  V drops by a  factor  I/v5~" 

compared  to   its  DC  value: 

6m - 2/RC (A-2) 

The average energy stored in the capacitor is W - (1A) CV, giving a 

reactive power P^ at the angular frequency Aw: 

'«<*->■ 5STO • A»-fc«2 (A-3) 

while  the power dissipated   in  the matchirg   load   Is: 

1     V2 

PR "  2    R (A-*) 

From Eqs.   (A-3)   and   (A-^)  we obtain: 

PR/PX(AW)   - 2n (A.5) 

^mm 
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Similarly for the magneto-optics case, we refer to Fig. 2-b. The 

current is given by: 

JL 
2K  + j Lw 

A-6) 

where again we have made R = R .  The bandwidth is defined as the frequency 
9 

at which the current  drops  by   1/V2 compared   to   its  DC  value: 

AM - 2R/L (A-7) 

The average energy stored in '.ne inductance is W = (1/A) L I  which 

corresponds to a reactive power P at the angular frequency Au: 

Px(A.) - ^ L I2 

B7 (A-8) 

I   2 
while the power dissipated is P - j R I , which again leads to the 

relation: 

PD/P (AM) - 2v (A-9J 

While the power dissipated is independent of frequency, the reactive 

power stored in the active material increases with it. At the cutoff 

frequency Af, the power consumption is equal to 2TT times the RF power 

stored. 

■M^M^^^M^M« mmmmmm^m 
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APPENDIX B 

The Gilbert equation reads: 

dM 
37 ' " Y (M x H) + ^ (^ x dM) 

(B-l) 

Taking the vector product M x ^ one obtains 

**^-- Y [*x (MxiH)] +£tfx tf ^j 
(B-2) 

The quantity in the second bracket can be transformed using the 

triple vector product identity: 

dM fi t - M2 dM .   J dM Mx(M^)-(rt.^H-M2^--„2^ 
(B-3) 

since, obviously, M . — - o 
dt 

Eq. (B-2) becomes: 

dM M x^- - Y [M x (M x tf)J - a M dM 
dt 

which can be substituted back into Eq. (B-|) to gi 
give after rearrangement 

2. dH "♦og.-Y^Kft.^urxor«»] (B-4) 

which has the same structure as the Landau-Llfshitz equation wit h the 

mi mtm 
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following correspondence: 

Y ♦ Y/(I+a2) 

A ■ ayM 

APPENDIX C 

Assume that a magnetic field tf is applied along the +z direction, 

The motion of the magnetization is described by the Gilbert equation: 

IT Y tf X H) + ^ (M X ^ ) (c-i) 

where M represents the magnitude of M at saturation.  In a cartesian 

coordinate system, Eq. (C-I decomposes into: 

dM dM dM 
- Yn M + 77 M -rr—    - rr M ■rr*" 

'   y  M y dt    M  z dt dt 

dM 

dT 

dM dM 
•i- = YH M + 77 M -rr—    - 77 M -rr— 

x  M 2 dt     M  x dt 
(C-2) 

2  a ^ dM dM 

dt   M x -rr1-  ■ rr ^    TT- 
dt    M y dt 

The last three relations constitute a system of three inhomogenous linear 

equations which can be solved for dM /dt, dM /dt and dM /dt. 
^ x     y       2 
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2  dM 
(I+ü ) ~i- - yH [M + a M M /M] 

,  dM 
\  (I+a ) -r-i- =  YH [M - a M  M /M] 

at       ' x     y z 

2  dMz 2   2 
o • x   y 

(C3-a) 

(C3-b) 

(C3-c) 

M , M and M  subject to the condition: 
x'  y     z   -' 

2   2   2   2 
M + M + M - M 
x   y    z 

(C-M 

The magnetization components can be expressed in terms of spherical 

coordinates (see Fig. 3): 

M  = M 
X 

sinO cos 

M = M 
y 

sinG sin 

M  = M 
z 

cosO 

(C-5) 

where 0  (t)   and  0(t)   are  two  independent  variables   that  are  functions 

of  t.     Substituting  Eq.   (C-5)   into   (C3-A),   for example,  and dividing 

by sinG cos^,  we obtain: 

(!♦.»)   [-.an» Ä t ^ ^ 

yH  tan((i  -  OYH COSO (C-6) 

Since ^ and G are   independent  variables,   the  terms  containing  4. and G 

__—-———- 
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respectlvely,  on each side of  Eq.   (C-6)  must  be equalized.     Doing so  Jeads 

to the  two differential   equations: 

(l+a2)  ^ YH (C7-a) 

dQ civH s,n0     ^7 dt (C7-b) 

Eq. (C7-a) indicates that the angular velocity d(^/dt is a constant of 

the motion: 

d* YH 
3* = constant ■ « ■ —i-s 

+a 
(C-8) 

The precession frequency is slowed down by the danping a. 

The integration of Eq. (C7-b) 

do 
s i nO 

avH 

l+a 

which can be obtained directly from Eq. (C3-c) leads to the solution: 

tan y /      t\      o 
(exp - -) tan Y- 

(C-9) 

with the time constant t given by: 

l+a 
(C-10J 
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Figure Captions - 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. k. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Tig. 10. 

Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13. 

Electro-optic modulator. Experimental configuration (a) 
and equivalent driving circuit (b). 

Magneto-optic modulator. Experimental configuration (a) 
and erjjivalent driving circuit (b) . 

Magnetization in spherical coordinates. 

Domain wail displacement in applied magnetic field. 

Configuration of integrated magneto-optical modulator. 
Current in the copper lines magnetizes the Permalloy 
which in turn interacts with the Garnet film. 

Frequency response of the device shown in Fig. 5 driven 
with '♦OO mA peak to peak. 

Illustrating the phase lag between optical signal and 
driving current for the device shown in Fig. 5. Frequencies 
are 10 kHz (a), 500 kHz (b) and 1 MHz (c). 

Phase lag of optical signal relative to driving current 
vs frequency for device shown in Fig. 5. 

Rise time of optical signal in two typical samples driven 
by a current pulse in a meander line. 

Optical response in sample #526. Horizontal scale is 5 nsec/cm. 
Current pulse amplitude was h  Amps. 

Optical signal rise time vs amplitude of magnetic field 
pulses for sample #851 driven either by Permalloy in 50-fi 
strip line or by a meander line. 

Inverse switching time in usec  vs amplitude of magnetic 
field pulse. 

Results of Dietrich et al, from ref. 23. Notice the trend 
s imilar to our Fig. 12. 
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LIGHT (a) 

R*   ±C 

Fig.   I.     Electro-optic modulator.     Experimental   configuration   (a) 
and  equivalent  driving  circuit   (b). 

(b) 
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LIGHT 
(a) 

R( 

VflÖ 

(b) 

Fig. 2.  Magneto-optic modulator.  Experimental configuration (a) 
and equivalent driving circuit (b). 
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Fig. 3.  Maanetization in Spherical coor^lnat es, 
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Fig. k.     Domain wall displacement in applied magnetic field. 
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COPPER 

PERMALLOY 

Si O2 

GARNET   FILM 

SUBSTRATE 

Fig. 5.  Configuration of integrated magneto-optical modulator. 
Current in the copper lines magnetizes the Permalloy 
which in turn interacts with the Garnet film. 
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PHASE LAG(DEGREES) 
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10 

•     WITH    PERMALLOY   IN   STRIP  LINE 
A     WITH    MEANDER    LINE 

o    2 
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3 4 
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Fig.   11.     Optical   signal   rise  time vs  amplitude of magnetic  field 
pulsesfor sample #851  driven either by  Permalloy   in  $0-0 
strip   line or  by  a  meander   1 me, 
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Fig. 12.  In Inverse switching time in usec"' vs amplitude of magnetic 
rlaid pulst. 
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I'iltmr 5     Inverse switching time 1 'T VS normalized switching field Hs/Hkfor throe films of different thick- 

nesses. 
(«) / ihn 230 III- m/2ü Ml <■. HOI) A: II I.S oc: II, 3 0 oc. 
(hi film :i> H.\ so 21) Ml <■. IWU A: if 1.7 oc: II, 3.0 m: 
(c) liim IW 113: ,so. 20 Ni-i-f; 2500 A: II.    1.2 oc: Hi.   3.0 <ic. 
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Fig. 13-  Results of Dietrich et al, from ref. 23. 
trend similar to our Fig. 12. 
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